
Serpentine Columbarium
Within 20 years London will have nowhere to store its dead. The Serpentine Columbarium creates a calm, contemplative and central 
space for people to remember their loved ones. The gorge carved around the side of the Long Water forms a series of tranquil and 
private terraces which maintain a connection to London’s most iconic green space and offers future Londoners a central final resting 
place in the heart of their city. 
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IN ASSOCIATION WITH

#GOING 
UNDERGROUND

NLINE

n February this year the AJ launched 
#goingunderground, an imaginative design 

competition in partnership with structural 
waterproofing manufacturer RIW.  The task 
was simple: entrants were asked to choose 
a landmark British building or structure – 
the Houses of Parliament for example, or 
the Angel of the North – and propose an 
underground project to sit beneath it.  The 
proposals could be political, witty, off-the-
wall, or – for the braver competitors – maybe 
even practical.

The response was nothing if not varied. 
Entries were virtually impossible to compare. 
So, as a guide for the jury – which included 
AJ editor Rory Olcayto and Make’s Ken 
Shuttleworth – an essay by the late, great 
Philip K Dick was cited. Dick is the science-
fiction writer whose stories inspired 
Hollywood movies including Blade Runner, 
Total Recall and Minority Report. In 1978 
he gave a lecture entitled How to Build 
a Universe  That Doesn’t Fall Apart  Two 

Days Later. Among its many messages was 
this very simple observation: if a fiction of any 
kind – a short story, a drawing, an architectural 
idea – obeys the rules it has set for itself, then 
the story, or world, it creates, will be coherent 
and can be considered viable, or even ‘real’.

So while some of the projects selected for 
the shortlist, and perhaps even our winner, 
may seem far-fetched, or even impossible, 
their execution, and the ideas behind them 
suggest a consistent ‘world’.  This, then, 
allowed the jury to select seven strong 
projects, which included one unanimous 
winner.  They were: a fun palace beneath 
the Houses of Parliament, a fracking rig in 
Whitehall, a skatepark beneath London’s 
South Bank, an engine room below the 
Gherkin, a bus station below Marble Arch, 
student housing under Somerset House, and 
our winner, a cemetery in Hyde Park.

During a celebratory lunch for the creators 
of all the shortlisted schemes, the prize – 
£1,000 of holiday vouchers – was awarded to 
The Serpentine Columbarium (left) by MSMR 
Architects.  The London-based practice then 
surprised the room by announcing it was 
donating its winnings to charity.

I

See every #goingunderground 
competition entry at TheAJ.co.uk

Serpentine Columbarium 

By MSMR Architects

This gorge carved around the side 

of the Serpentine’s Long  Water 

creates a space for people to 

remember the dead

WINNER

· Ken Shuttleworth, founder, Make
· Mark Walker, managing director, RIW
·  Sarah Patrick, marketing manager, RIW 
·  Andy Cassie, managing director, 
CIB Communications 

·  Nick Gill, account director, 
CIB Communications

·  Rory Olcayto, editor,  
The Architects’ Journal

THE JURY
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Big-Ben O’Meter

Test foreign relations with the 
imported gas power tower, 

will you see the view?

The Political Spin Wheel

The ‘Hot-Air’ Balloon

The more hot-air they spew, 
the further from reality you 

get!

The Media Circus

The Opinion Pollercoaster

MP’s surgery (literally) 
Operating Theatre

Watch an MP test the NHS 
for themselves!

Palace Guide
Opening Hours

9:00 - 19:30

Edward Crooks

House of Commoners
Exhibiting the average UK 
household, what’s the mood?

THE FUN PALACE OF WESTMINSTER

The Fun Palace of Westminster acts as an extension to both the political and tourist programmes of the Houses of Parliament, creating a direct 
dialogue between politicians and the public. Drawing on the mass appeal of the Palace, a theme park beneath the building acts as a social 

barometer for the political programme above. 

A range of theme park attractions react to and rely on global political issues to function, and as such provide a better or worse experience for the 
visitor depending on the success of British politics. Customer satisfaction with the park acts as an indication of the current political consensus.

Fun Palace of Westminster 

By Edward Crooks

Politics as entertainment in 

today’s leisure economy

SHORTLISTED
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In partnership with 

Create a below ground structure 
for any UK building or landmark to
win a £1000 holiday and see your
name in lights within the AJ!GOING

UNDERGROUND
D R AW I N G  CO M P E T I T I O N

Could Subterranean Housing Solve London’s Housing Crisis? 
London is currently experiencing a population boom. With numbers reaching a recent all time high of 8.6mill ion, 
which is predicted to reach 10 mill ion by 2030, along with land scarcity, it begs the question why are we not exploring 
the possibilities of underground architecture.

This competition entry proposes a new housing typology which mines the  land beneath existing structures capitalizing 
on un-used land on the fringes of existing buildings.

Densification is one way London can solve its current housing crisis. London’s low skyline and character makes it one 
of the least densely populated major cities in the world. Subterranean housing can densify London solving its housing 
crisis whilst protecting its much loved character.

This proposal for subterranean housing accommodates students at Kings College and The Courtauld Institue which 
currently operate at Somerset House. Student housing is exempt from lighting obligations which makes students very 
suitable for subterranean housing. The three storey complex caters for 60 students with private tunnels to Temple 
tube station, Kings college and The Courtauld Institute. Pools of water reflect skylight into lower rooms with adjacent 
vertical gardens which comprise of ferns, ivy and climbers.

(above) View from the bottom of housing complex

(above) Front Elevation

(above) North-South Section

Tom Bestwick

TJBestwick

Student

07450 064 892

tjbestwick@outlook.com

Can Subterranean Housing 
Solve London’s Housing Crisis?

The proposal investigates subterranean housing 

looking at students in particular as they are 

exempt from lighting obligations. The project 

continues the facade of Somerset House deep 

into the ground accommodating 60 students. 

The building  taps into heat which is generated 

from the existing district underground line and 

links to Temple tube station via new private 

underground tunnels. The complex has direct 

access to Kings College and The Courtauld 

Institute which are the institutions this building 

serves. (Kings College + Courtauld Institute 

Somerset House Campus),

Can subterranean housing solve London’s housing crisis? By Tom Bestwick
Sixty student residences in the ditch at Somerset House

SHORTLISTED

The Gherkin Programme 
By Sean Cassidy

The secret at the heart of the City of 

London: an underground space port

SHORTLISTED
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Marble Arch Coach Exchange 
By Hannah Cordell

Art blends with infrastructure in a new 

bus station beneath Marble Arch

SHORTLISTED

Underground Undercroft 
By Kieran Thomas Wardle

A new permanent home for 
London’s skaters

SHORTLISTED

Urban Fracktures 
By Charlotte Wilson

What if shale gas exploration took 

place in central London?

SHORTLISTED
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hannah cordell

n/a

prof. diploma in architecture student

07825211330

hcordell5@hotmail.com

marble arch coach interchange

DON’T TAKE LOW COST INFRASTRUCTURE OUT OF CENTRAL LONDON : 
USE THE UNDERGROUND!

With increasing densification where can low cost infrastructure go? 

Victoria Coach Station was never designed to cope with its current visitor numbers and a proposed 
move eastward looks like a convenient way to distribute less profitable programs away from the 
city centre. 

The identity of the Marble Arch area has always been that of a threshold. Coaches already stop 
around the site in their masses, causing Park Lane to be a, somewhat more multicoloured, 
manifestation of Terry Farrell’s ‘Wall of Red’.
 
This proposal suggests digging under Marble Arch to create an accessible Coach station/
interchange, with arms that drop people directly into the tube or deep into the surrounding areas 
of Hyde park, Oxford Street, Mayfair or further. 

The proposal is also an extension to the pubic realm and a sculpture gallery; perhaps exhibiting 
casts of the otherwise inaccessible monuments adorning Park Lane and Hyde Park. Visitors can 
wait for their coach whilst admiring art and with direct access to all the appropriate facilities. It 
also means that, instead of being welcomed into London by the side of a five-lane carriageway, the 
visitor arrives into an exciting, vibrant space that might go some way to dignifying this tragic piece 
of forgotten space.

March Arch was once and iconic figure and a gateway to London. Let it be that again!

diagrammatic concept plan 

diagrammatic conceptual section

indicative long section

location plan : Marble Arch Coach Interchange

mock up of ‘wall of coaches’ along Park Lane


